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Abstract

The psycholinguistic properties of words,
namely, word familiarity, age of acqui-
sition, concreteness, and imagery, have
been reported to be effective for educa-
tional natural language-processing tasks.
Previous studies on predicting the val-
ues of these properties rely on language-
dependent features. This paper is the
first to propose a practical language-
independent method for predicting such
values by using only a large raw corpus
in a language. Through experiments, our
method successfully predicted the values
of these properties in two languages. The
results for English were competitive with
the reported accuracy achieved using fea-
tures specific to English.

1 Introduction

The psycholinguistic properties of words, namely,
word familiarity, age of acquisition, concreteness,
and imagery, are measured real values of human
responses in cognitive experiments in which par-
ticipants are presented with the written or spo-
ken form of words (Coltheart, 1981). They are
not only important for psycholinguistics but for
natural language processing (NLP) because they
are effective features for educational applications
such as lexical simplification (Jauhar and Specia,
2012). In spite of their importance, dictionaries
describing them are rare and small. To enlarge
these dictionaries, previous methods have been
used to predict the values of these properties using
supervision from a small dictionary and features
from other language resources. The predicted val-
ues can be further used as features for other NLP
tasks and provide excellent results (Mohler et al.,
2014; Köper and Im Walde, 2016; Paetzold and

Specia, 2016).
However, all previous studies relied on

language-specific features; thus, their methods
cannot be applied to other languages. When
predicting the psycholinguistic properties, con-
sidering the word domains is quite effective. For
example, “bread” and “onion” have high concrete-
ness values of 622 and 632, respectively, while
those of “economy” and “finance” are low, i.e.,
284 and 371, respectively1. Evidently, capturing
word domains, such as “food” and “economics”,
is effective for roughly predicting the range of
values. To capture word domains, previous studies
used combinations of semantic features, such as
WordNet (Miller, 1995), and word frequencies
from corpora in various domains. Since both are
language-specific, previously proposed methods
are language-dependent.

In this study, we propose a simple but practical
language-independent method for predicting the
psycholinguistic properties of words. It involves
using only a large raw corpus of the target lan-
guage. Our key idea is two-fold. First, instead
of using the combination of semantic features and
word frequencies, we first decompose the raw cor-
pus by using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) and
use the probability of words given each topic to
capture the word domains. Second, we apply
a multi-task Gaussian process regression (GPR),
which enables the joint prediction of these proper-
ties. This captures the relations among the prop-
erties and can improve predictive accuracy. Our
experimental results are competitive with those in
which language-dependent features are used.

Our method is also useful with linear models
for analyzing the obtained prediction models. The

1The values are taken from (Coltheart, 1981), which en-
codes all properties within fixed ranges. The larger values
indicate the more concrete, or physical, what the word signi-
fies is.
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weight of each topic indicates how well the ob-
tained prediction models capture domains. This
characteristic is useful for error analysis and fur-
ther improving the prediction models.

2 Task Setting

2.1 Dataset

First, we briefly introduce the available psycholin-
guistic databases. The Machine Readable Dictio-
nary (MRC) psycholinguistic database (Coltheart,
1981) is one of the largest for English and also
used in psycholinguistic social studies (Schwartz
et al., 2013). The 27 psycholinguistic properties
of words in the database also contain easily ob-
tainable lexical properties2. By excluding these
properties, 4 of the 27 properties are considered
important for NLP applications: familiarity, age
of acquisition, concreteness, and imagery. Each
property is available for a different set of vocab-
ulary. Familiarity is the frequency with which a
word is seen, heard, or used daily and available
for 9,392 words. Age of acquisition is the age at
which a word is learned and available for 3,503
words. Concreteness is the degree of how pal-
pable the object to which the word refers is and
available for 8,228 words. Imagery is the intensity
with which a word arouses images and available
for 9,240 words.

These properties are measured through ques-
tionnaires given to adult native speakers of the lan-
guage. For Japanese, we can use a word familiar-
ity and imagery database for Japanese (Amano and
Kondo, 1998).

2.2 Formalization

Let T be the number of psycholinguistic proper-
ties, e.g., the MRC database has T = 4 properties.
Let V be the set of all the vocabulary. We have
supervision for some words in V . Let S ⊂ V be
the set of words with supervision. Then, we have
training data D = {(yv,xv)|v ∈ S}, in which
yv is a T -dimensional vector filled with the val-
ues of the T properties of word v, and x is a K-
dimensional feature vector whereK is the number
of features. Then, the goal of the task is, given
new word v′ ∈ V \ S, to predict the vector of its
properties, namely yv′ .

2The full list of the 27 properties can be found
in http://websites.psychology.uwa.edu.au/
school/MRCDatabase/uwa_mrc.htm

For x, the choice of features to use has
been extensively studied for predicting familiarity.
Tanaka-Ishii and Terada (2011) investigated the
relation between corpus frequency and familiarity
and found that high correlation can be achieved
using the logarithm of frequencies of various cor-
pora because each corpus is focused on different
domains. Unlike their study, we have only one
large raw corpus for each language.

3 Proposed Method

As mentioned above, the key idea of our method
is two-fold. First, we use LDA (Blei et al., 2003)
to calculate the p(word|topic) probability from a
large raw corpus. The number of topics K is a
hyper-parameter of LDA. This probability can be
regarded as (and used as) a substitute of word fre-
quencies from various corpora. Although we have
only one raw corpus, LDA enables us to use K
probabilities. These enriched features enable us to
effectively capture domains of words.

Second, we use multi-task GPR (Bonilla et al.,
2008) with which we can predict y jointly. Previ-
ous studies built a predictor for each element of y,
i.e., each property, independently. Joint prediction
can capture the relations among the psycholinguis-
tic properties. This enables us to take the values of
easy-to-predict properties into account when pre-
dicting the values of difficult-to-predict properties.
Thus, joint prediction can boost predictive accu-
racy.

4 Experiments

We conducted experiments on English and
Japanese. The proposed method requires only one
large raw corpus for each language. Wikipedia
(Wiki) can be used for this thanks to its avail-
ability in many languages. For comparison,
we used general corpora, i.e., British National
Corpus (BNC) by The BNC Consortium (2007)
for English, and BCCWJ (Maekawa, 2007) for
Japanese. In each language, we extracted the top
100,000 words in frequency on Wikipedia and ig-
nored other words in the experiment using gensim
3. For Japanese word segmentation and lemmati-
zation, we used (Kudo, 2005).

We used the datasets described in §2 as the psy-
cholinguistic database. For each property from the
word set of these candidates, we chose words that

3
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/wiki.html
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Model Feature set Familiarity Age of Acquisition Concreteness Imagery
- - ρ r ρ r ρ r ρ r

FREQ(Wiki) 0.681 0.667 0.391 0.412 0.041 0.049 0.215 0.244
SVR-RBF LDA(Wiki) 0.814 0.804 0.750 0.754 0.766 0.760 0.737 0.726
SVR-RBF w2v(Wiki) 0.692 0.659 0.562 0.563 0.819 0.818 0.693 0.689
SVR-RBF All 0.838 0.821 0.774 0.776 0.823 0.820 0.762 0.752

Ridge LDA(Wiki) 0.836 0.820 0.763 0.759 0.773 0.766 0.741 0.722
Ridge w2v(Wiki) 0.660 0.635 0.550 0.547 0.833 0.830 0.702 0.697
Ridge All 0.849 0.823 0.770 0.772 0.843 0.837 0.767 0.757

GPR-RBF LDA(Wiki) 0.829 0.820 0.766 0.764 0.777 0.771 0.747 0.735
GPR-RBF w2v(Wiki) 0.683 0.653 0.557 0.555 0.827 0.826 0.692 0.687
GPR-RBF All 0.845 0.829 0.781 0.782 0.819 0.818 0.769 0.759
JGPR-RBF All 0.854 0.838 0.793 0.789 0.818 0.814 0.772 0.762

FREQ(BNC) 0.777 0.749 0.339 0.365 0.062 0.062 0.045 0.050
SVR-RBF LDA(BNC) 0.860 0.840 0.754 0.767 0.610 0.602 0.648 0.646
SVR-RBF w2v(BNC) 0.697 0.683 0.641 0.631 0.858 0.857 0.796 0.786
SVR-RBF All 0.874 0.860 0.807 0.809 0.862 0.859 0.817 0.807
GPR-RBF LDA(BNC) 0.855 0.836 0.757 0.770 0.601 0.589 0.648 0.646
GPR-RBF w2v(BNC) 0.698 0.687 0.657 0.650 0.850 0.846 0.785 0.777
GPR-RBF All 0.869 0.856 0.824 0.825 0.871 0.866 0.826 0.816
JGPR-RBF All 0.867 0.852 0.833 0.839 0.871 0.865 0.831 0.820
(Paetzold and Specia, 2016) 0.863 0.846 0.871 0.862 0.876 0.869 0.835 0.823

Table 1: Prediction Results of English. Larger values imply better predictive accuracy.

completely matched the spelling of those that ap-
pear in the database and used these words as the
vocabulary set. As a result, we obtained |V | =
1, 842 words for the MRC database 4.

From the 1, 842 words, we took 500 for the test
data. We used the other 1, 342 words for train-
ing and development, over which the parameters
of methods are tuned using 5-fold cross validation.

We compared the following feature sets.
FREQ(corpus name) is the log of word fre-
quency in the corpus name, and LDA(corpus
name) is the log of word probability given each
topic calculated by applying LDA to corpus name.
We used the gensim implementation and fixed
the number of topics to 150 for both English
and Japanese. For all 150 topics, we calcu-
lated log p(word|topic) and used all the 150 log-
probabilities as features. w2v(corpus name)
are word-embedding features obtained using the
Word2Vec toolkit (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained on
corpus name. We used the Word2Vec setting for

4The number of these target words was lower than that
given in Paetzold and Specia (2016) because 1) we only used
the words that had all four properties, and 2) many words
that share the same spelling are doubly registered for verbs
and nouns in the MRC database.

each property according to p. 438 of Paetzold and
Specia (2016). All is the concatenated features of
FREQ, LDA, and w2v.

We compared the following regression models5.
Two are linear models: support vector regression
(SVR) (Smola and Vapnik, 1997) with a linear ker-
nel and Ridge regression (Tikhonov, 1963), de-
noted as Ridge, a linear regression with penalties
(regularization) added to keep parameters from
taking extreme values. They have a weight for
each feature; thus, each feature’s importance can
be obtained from its weight. In contrast, meth-
ods using radial-basis function (RBF) kernels do
not provide weight vectors, via which we cannot
obtain each feature’s importance. However, we
used SVR-RBF, SVR with a radial-basis function
(RBF) kernel, GPR-RBF, GPR with an RBF ker-
nel, and JGPR-RBF, GPR with an RBF kernel
and joint prediction (§3) since these models can
take into account combinations of features using
the RBF kernels, which are useful for combining

5The results of SVR with a linear kernel and Ridge in
BNC were lower than the other models and were omitted
from Table 1 due to space limitations. We used scikit-learn
(http://scikit-learn.org/) to implement all mod-
els and will release them after acceptance.
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both domain and semantic features.

4.1 Quantitative Results

For evaluation measures, as done by Paetzold and
Specia (2016), we used Pearson’s correlation co-
efficient (r) and Spearman’s rank correlation coef-
ficient (ρ) between the predicted and target proper-
ties of a word in the test set. Intuitively, the former
shows accurateness in predicting the values of the
target property, and the latter shows that of pre-
dicting the ranking of that property.

The experimental results are listed in Table 1.
The bold values are the largest in each column
in a section. When predicting familiarity and
age of acquisition, we can see that LDA consis-
tently outperformed w2v. This suggests that do-
mains are more informative than semantic features
for predicting these two properties. In contrast,
when predicting concreteness and imagery, w2v
performed better than LDA except when predict-
ing imagery with Wiki features. This suggests
that semantics is more important than domains
for predicting these. This matches our intuition
of psycholinguistic properties because familiarity
and age of acquisition mainly reflect the difficulty
of words, while concreteness and imagery have lit-
tle to do with difficulty and more to do with the
semantic aspects of words.

We can also see that BNC roughly performed
better than Wiki. This shows that BNC, a gen-
eral corpus, is better for predicting psycholinguis-
tic properties than Wikipedia. One possible expla-
nation for this phenomena could be that BNC is
manually tuned to be general and to include typi-
cal usage of the language, while Wikipedia, a col-
lection of user content, is noisy.

All performed consistently better than LDA and
w2v. Thanks to joint prediction, JGPR-RBF per-
formed better than GPR-RBF in almost all cases
and performed the best out of the all models in
most cases, especially when used for Wiki. This
suggests that joint prediction is robust against the
noise in Wikipedia. At the bottom of Table 1, we
cite the results by Paetzold and Specia (2016)6,

6Their results are not directly comparable to ours because
their test set used in the experiments was not known; thus,
different from ours. We are also interested in the differ-
ence of verbs and nouns with the same spelling. We also
re-implemented and applied their bootstrapping method to
our language-independent features. This re-implementation
slightly (below 0.01) outperformed the Ridge regression,
on which their method is based, but performed worse than
JGPR-RBF.

Model Feature set Familiarity Imagery
- - ρ r ρ r

FREQ(Wiki) 0.225 0.224 0.119 0.076
GPR-RBF LDA(Wiki) 0.512 0.492 0.554 0.643
GPR-RBF w2v(Wiki) 0.576 0.576 0.600 0.682
GPR-RBF All 0.607 0.610 0.650 0.727
JGPR-RBF All 0.609 0.612 0.650 0.727

FREQ(BCCWJ) 0.272 0.234 0.187 0.120
GPR-RBF LDA(BCCWJ) 0.477 0.485 0.517 0.539
GPR-RBF w2v(BCCWJ) 0.592 0.608 0.624 0.700
GPR-RBF All 0.620 0.623 0.662 0.727
JGPR-RBF All 0.626 0.624 0.659 0.727

Table 2: Prediction Results for Japanese

Weight Top words Interpretation
2.387 the, he, and, in, his, to,

of, was, as, at
General topic

1.851 food, rice, restaurant,
fruit, sugar, beer, milk,
meat, tea

Food

0.919 john, st, william, sir,
american, de, thomas,
bishop, henry, charles

Peoplefs names

Table 3: Top 3 highly weighted topics

who used language-dependent features. Our re-
sults were competitive with theirs, although our
method uses features obtained only from the raw
corpus, i.e., language independent.

4.1.1 Prediction Results for Japanese

In Japanese, only familiarity and imagery are
available (Amano and Kondo, 1998). The number
of words whose familiarity and imagery were an-
notated was 2, 475. Among those, we used 2, 030
words for training and development. A disjoint set
of 445 words were used for test.

For simplicity, we show the results of the best
two models, GPR-RBF and JGPR-RBF in Ta-
ble 2. We can first see that frequencies of Japanese
corpora have lower correlation values with famil-
iarity and imagery in Japanese compared with En-
glish. This implies that, overall, in this experi-
mental setting, Japanese psycholinguistic proper-
ties were more difficult to predict than those of
English. We discuss this reason in §5. Similar
to English, All consistently performed the best in
each corpus, and the general corpus (BCCWJ)
performed better than Wikipedia. We can also see
that JGPR-RBF outperformed GPR-RBF in al-
most all cases, presumably thanks to joint predic-
tion.
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4.2 Qualitative Results

Table 3 lists the top 3 topics highly weighted using
Ridge with LDA(Wiki) in Table 1 and words in
the topics when predicting word familiarity. The
most weighted topics are called “general” topics
and contain words that appear in most of the doc-
uments in the dataset. Since words that appear
in every document tend to have high frequency,
this result is also consistent with that by Tanaka-
Ishii and Terada (2011), in which word familiarity
roughly correlates with word frequencies.

The next weighted topics are those related to
food and peoplefs names. This also matches our
intuition of “familiarity” because we use these
words in daily life, and they usually do not have
negative connotations. In Table 3, stop words are
omitted from these topics’ top-word lists except
for the general topic.

5 Discussion

Frequency is a good estimator for difficulty-
related properties, namely familiarity and age of
acquisition. Specifically, familiarity was previ-
ously reported to be one (Tanaka-Ishii and Ter-
ada, 2011). Since p(word|topic) is the frequency
of words in the topic except for the normalizing
constant, it can naturally be a good estimator for
the properties for which frequency is a good es-
timator. A corpus is a collection of documents
in various domains, and the proportion of the do-
mains of the collected documents varies corpus to
corpus. By directly using p(word|topic) as fea-
tures, we can adjust the proportion of the domains
of the given corpus to the proportion to which
the target psycholinguistic property tends to cor-
relate. Also, p(word|topic) is practically easy to
use: preparing 150 different corpora to use their
frequencies is impractical, whereas preparing 150
different p(word|topic) probabilities is easy.

Removing the stop words before applying LDA
would be appropriate if we do not need to predict
psycholinguistic properties for stop words. How-
ever, both English and Japanese psycholinguistic
databases include the properties for words usually
considered as stop words. Thus, we included these
words when we ran LDA so that we could obtain
p(word—topic) for stop words.

English and Japanese correlation values differ
greatly. This difference may be explained by the
difference in the original psychological experi-
mental settings or the difference in writing sys-

tems for English and Japanese. We focused on pre-
dicting word properties when participants respond
for written language. The Japanese writing system
involves Chinese characters, in which many char-
acters are ideographic. This may have resulted in
the difference.

Our experimental results shown in Table 1 and
Table 2 indicate the predictive performance of
each model under a fixed training-data size. We
also conducted experiments on smaller training-
data sizes, for example, half the experiments in
§4. Overall, the JGPR-RBF produced the best or
competitive results when compared to other mod-
els for smaller sizes as well. For example, with
half the training size, JGPR-RBF performed the
best among the models listed in Table 1 for famil-
iarity and age of acquisition and both types of cor-
relation coefficients.

6 Conclusion
We proposed a language-independent method for
predicting the psycholinguistic-property values of
words. It involves using only a large raw corpus
for a language. To predict these properties, cap-
turing the word domains is important. We capture
them with word probability given each topic ob-
tained by applying LDA to the raw corpus. Jointly
predicting multiple properties also leads to better
prediction. Experiments showed that our method
improves predictive performance by joint predic-
tion and is competitive when language-dependent
features are used. When used with linear models,
our method provided interesting insights between
word familiarity and daily life, which can be used
for further error analysis.

Predicting psycholinguistic properties of words
has broad application: other than lexical simpli-
fication, which we mainly focused on, as men-
tioned in §1, we can use word familiarity and
age of acquisition as features indicating word
difficulty. Such features are valuable for the
vocabulary-prediction task in which learners’ vo-
cabulary knowledge is predicted (Ehara et al.,
2010, 2012, 2013, 2016). We focused on lexical
simplification as the direct application of predict-
ing the pscyholinguistic properties of words. Fu-
ture work includes leveraging confidence values
that GPR can produce for graph-based weakly su-
pervised learning, as in (Ehara et al., 2014).
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